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Abstract: In large-scale context-aware applications, a central design concern is capturing, managing
and acting upon location and context data. The ability to understand the collected data and define
meaningful contextual events, based on one or more incoming (contextual) data streams, both for
a single and multiple users, is hereby critical for applications to exhibit location- and context-aware
behaviour. In this article, we describe a context-aware, data-intensive metrics platform —focusing
primarily on its geospatial support—that allows exactly this: to define and execute metrics, which
capture meaningful spatio-temporal and contextual events relevant for the application realm.
The platform (1) supports metrics definition and execution; (2) provides facilities for real-time,
in-application actions upon metrics execution results; (3) allows post-hoc analysis and visualisation
of collected data and results. It hereby offers contextual and geospatial data management and
analytics as a service, and allow context-aware application developers to focus on their core
application logic. We explain the core platform and its ecosystem of supporting applications and
tools, elaborate the most important conceptual features, and discuss implementation realised through
a distributed, micro-service based cloud architecture. Finally, we highlight possible application fields,
and present a real-world case study in the realm of psychological health.

Keywords: metrics; spatio-temporal analytics platform; context-aware systems; location-aware
applications

1. Introduction

Notwithstanding the early promise of location- and context-aware applications (see e.g., [1] for
a survey of early systems), only in the last decade have we witnessed the required technological
and infrastructural enablers to truly unleash their potential [2,3]. For the technological enablers,
the increasing availability of a variety of context-capturing machinery, in which embedded sensors,
local processing and communication capabilities are combined, allows for large-scale, high-volume
capturing and streaming of a broad variety of context data. Examples notably include sensor-packed
smart vehicles, mobile hand-held devices (e.g., smart phones, tables) and smart, wearable devices
(e.g., smart watches and bracelets, sport trackers, smart clothing), which can effectively collect
an individual’s real-time location, along with other relevant contextual information (e.g., [4]). A second
technological milestone is the rapid evolution and proliferation of powerful mobile hand-held
computing devices, a condition sine qua non to run full-fledged, context-aware applications [5].

On the other hand, infrastructure-related enablers are now in place: fully rolled-out
communication networks (e.g., 3G and 4G) with resulting ubiquitous internet access, and commercially
available, economised cloud-based storage and computing infrastructures [6], provide unprecedented
means to build the next-generation of context-aware applications and services, based on multi-user,
real-time and high-frequency input streams; real-time data handling, processing and analytics;
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and real-time, location- and context-based reactiveness [7]. Indeed, we see a breakthrough of
such applications in various application fields, such as mobility and transportation (e.g., [8]),
health (e.g., [9,10]), tourism (e.g., [11], smart cities (e.g., [12,13]), smart homes (e.g., [14]), gaming
(e.g., Pokemon Go [15]), to name but a few.

Nevertheless, due to their relatively new and evolving supportive technologies, building such
applications remains a tedious job. The client-side application needs to deal with and be built around
an additional, dynamically changing concern, namely context in general and location specifically,
while server-side handling of context data, especially in large-scale multi-user deployments, needs to
deal with streaming data, big data issues, real-time analysis and reactiveness. From the point of view of
geographic information science, an impressive arsenal of techniques, methods and tools for capturing,
storing, managing, and processing spatial information was developed over the past decades [16–18].
Vector-based and raster-based spatial operators are usually arranged together as automated geospatial
workflows. Research works (e.g., [19–23]) have made substantial progress over the past years to go
well beyond desktop-based environments to bring geospatial workflows to the cloud and distributed
computing environments, contributing to the field of Geoprocessing Web [24,25]. To this regard,
leading voices recently called for an entirely new brand of geospatial platforms and systems to
analyse and process real-time data streams [26–29]. In other words, what served in the past and
still serves for scenarios in non-real time, does not fit well with scenarios that handle data streams.
State-of-the-art research in analytics platforms for stream computing, which facilitate measuring
and quantifying location- and context-related aspects based on real-time streamed data and take
it into account in the application, are still in their infancy, especially in the support for the spatial
and spatio-temporal dimensions of data streams [30].

In this article, we present an analytics platform for defining and computing spatio-temporal,
context-aware metrics. The proposed concept of metrics is central to allow application developers to
define data requirements that capture relevant spatio-temporal aspects of an observed phenomenon,
collect the required (client-generated) data, and execute the associated function to process streams of
collected data. Based on the processed data, the analytics platform provides asynchronous notifications,
for real-time reaction in end-user applications, as well as post-hoc programmatic access and data
visualisation features. Hereby, the analytics platform acts as a service, allowing application developers
to outsource the burden of handling, analysing and interpreting context-related data. It suffices to
communicate relevant raw data to the platform to receive context-related event notifications, based on
the defined metrics. The platform is based on a cloud-based, distributed architecture, and is specifically
designed to handle large amounts of (streaming) data, perform analysis over the collected data,
and realise real-time notifications in a decentralised way. Although the platform is able of handling
any type of user-collected data, the focus in this article is on the geospatial aspect. As such, the main
strong points of the analytics platform are: (1) defined at a sufficient level of abstraction to be able to
support multiple application domains, i.e., not application-specific; (2) capable of handling spatial
and non-spatial metrics; (3) design for intrinsic support for real-time streaming data collection (done)
and processing (future work); (4) use of an extended metrics model, including specification of necessary
data and its structure, a function to define a relevant context condition, and associated action(s); (5)
open metrics specifications allowing re-use and replication over different applications and application
domains, and ultimately, comparison of metrics.

In what follows, we first overview the platform as an ecosystem of applications and supporting
tools (Section 2), highlight notable features such as the multi-dimensional data definition,
and the support for automatic location-based data collection (Section 3). Next, we discuss the platform
implementation emphasising the use of state-of-the-art big data processing and analytics technologies
(Section 4). Finally, we critically discuss, present possible use cases and application fields, and a running
case in the field of psychological health.
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2. Architectural View of the Analytics Platform

The analytics platform for computing spatio-temporal metrics presented here grew out of
our previous work in location-aware games, a specific class of location-based applications [31].
Rodríguez-Pupo et al. [32] analysed existing game analytic platforms to assess their level of
support of spatio-temporal features for analytic processes. Results suggested that little support
is currently available, and existing solutions lack generality and re-usability. Although a plethora of
location- and context-aware systems can be found in the literature, existing solutions focus only on
limited facets of a context-aware system [33]. For example, some frameworks offer programming-level
support for context-aware applications (e.g., [34,35]). Other solutions are mostly designed for one
particular application field such as ambient assisted living [36], multimedia services [37] and mobile
social networks [38]. Therefore, the common denominator is a lack of solutions to support both spatial
and non-spatial analytic computing for location- and context-aware applications. In response to this
lack, we describe an analytics platform to enable the definition and execution of spatio-temporal
metrics as part of location-aware applications. In this section, we overview the conceptual architecture
of the proposed analytics platform at a high level of abstraction, while we delve further into
the implementation details and the technology stack on which the platform is built in Section 4.

Figure 1 shows the architecture of the analytics platform, viewed as an ecosystem of
client- and server-side applications, whereby the server side is realised as distributed applications
organised as (micro)services and backed by big data processing methods [39], and the client side
as a set of Web and mobile applications, communicating with the server-side through service interfaces.

Figure 1. Layered architecture of the analytics platform for computing spatio-temporal metrics.
The server-side platform is placed in the central part, whereby the client side applications are on either
side and communicate with the server-side through stateless Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs). Yellow denotes stream-processing methods, blue denotes batch-processing methods.

The conceptual logic of the server-side platform follows the lambda architecture to integrate
stream- and batch-processing at the same time. Lambda architecture refers to a big data
processing architecture that combines batch-processing and fast- or stream-processing methods [40].
Shown in Figure 1 in the central box Microservices, the stream-processing method is used in the Data
ingestion microservice for storing collected data. It depicts the flow of client-side collected data by
various client applications (right side of Figure 1), their buffering and routing, and finally their storage
into (distributed) database (Data persistence microservice). This stream processing pathway, which is
represented in Figure 1 (in yellow) as a single circle but indeed contains distinct types of micro-services,
is logically decoupled from the computational pathway (in blue), which uses the batch-processing
model in order to compute metrics and perform data analysis (Metrics computation microservice).
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The Metrics computation microservice uses stored metrics definitions (Metrics definition
persistence microservice), generated by a client-side application (see below), and includes other types
of specific microservices (not depicted in Figure 1), such as metrics scheduler, evaluator and execution.
This microservice also produces notifications which are separately handled through Notifications
microservices to end users (e.g., developers, designers). The decoupling between data ingestion
and metrics computation (coloured circles in Figure 1) promotes a distributed big data architecture,
while ensuring continuous data storage capabilities, independently of the data analytical operations.

The client side includes two types of applications: management applications (left side in Figure 1),
which allow configuring metrics and visualising metrics results, and end-user applications (right side),
which contribute application data and receive metrics notifications. For the former, the first
management application is a one-stop Web (front-end) application (Available at https://gganalytics.
geotecuji.org) to set up, access and manage all running applications and metrics. Through a visual
interface, application developers define, test and update metrics, including their defining characteristics
such as application and run-time scope, data requirements, and resulting actions. The second
management application is a Web-based visualisation and reporting application, which allows
the visualisation and inspection of metrics data and results. Both management applications are targeted
to application developers who decide to rely on spatio-temporal metrics for their location-aware
applications. The latter type of client applications plays the role of both (raw) spatio-temporal data
collectors, necessary as input data for metrics computation, and data consumers, for (push-based)
notifications of the results of the computation of metrics.

In subsequent sections, we go into more details in the defining features of the analytics platform,
namely the conceptualisation of the underlying metrics model (Section 3), and the implementation of
the platform (Section 4).

3. Conceptual Model of Spatio-Temporal Metrics

The central concept of the analytics platform is the notion of metrics. In general, metrics are used
to monitor or characterise natural or artificial phenomena. A metric can be considered a function
that takes input data and produces comparable outputs, i.e., for comparing or contrasting similar
phenomena, and thereby characterising them. In economy, an illustrative example is the GNP
(Gross National Product) metric that is broadly used to compare economic development across
countries. In urban sciences, urban landscape metrics [41] and urban sprawl metrics [42] help urban
planners and researchers characterise urban dynamics to better understand how cities function.
In video-games, metrics are must-have tools for game developers and designers to monitor aspects of
the game (e.g., game mechanics, strategies, user interface, player behaviour) and consequently make
informed decisions to improve overall gameplay experience [43]. Specifically in location-aware games,
the role of spatio-temporal metrics is as important as other metrics [32], and more generally, in location-
and context-aware applications, spatio-temporal metrics can help developers to quantify and better
understand the phenomena and dynamics that occur in real-world applications [44,45].

The concept of metrics has been commonly associated with a sole function. Here, we extend this
concept to a model composed of three main elements: the data model or structure, the analytic function,
and associated action(s). The specification of the data model of the phenomenon to be monitored
is the only mandatory requirement to obtain a functional but minimal metrics model, which can only
be used to store incoming data compliant to the specified data model (data ingestion in Figure 1).
To fully harness the analytic power of the platform, i.e., the metric computation phase in Figure 1,
the other two elements of the metrics model are needed too. Next, we describe each element in detail
(Sections 3.1–3.3) and compare our proposal with the literature (Section 5.1).

3.1. Data Model

The underlying idea of metrics is to measure monitored phenomena of interest for users,
independent of their application domain, e.g., researchers, urban planners, software developers.

https://gganalytics.geotecuji.org
https://gganalytics.geotecuji.org
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An essential requirement in doing so is to capture the required data by means of flexible data models,
since these phenomena may require the collection of data of diverse nature, concerning different
aspects a user wants to monitor. Example of such aspects include application-environment interaction,
user interface, user mobility, or any other relevant data that are necessary to quantify the context.

3.1.1. Context Matters

Because the interpretation of context varies depending on many factors (discipline, view
or dimension being analysed, etc.), establishing a clear meaning of context is necessary to better
understand what we mean by “quantifying the context”. Context is “any information that can
be used to characterise the situation of an entity”, where an entity is “a person, place, or object
that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user
and applications themselves” ([46], p. 5). One way to look at context is taking a social perspective.
In this view, context emerges as a dynamic construct associated to the user’s current activity [47].
Another way to examine context is from a computational point of view, in which context is often
seen as an informational representation of an entity, and as such, developers know the possible
contexts beforehand, i.e., the possible range of potential situations, so that associate actions can be
a priori codified into a system. As in most context-aware systems [33], we prefer the computational
view of context. We take an informational representation of what might happen when monitoring
a phenomenon, i.e., the recognition of a event of interest and foreseen actions in response to it.
The metrics model allows application developers to design customised data structures to capture
the bits of interest (contextual data) of the monitored phenomenon. Consequently, by defining custom
functions over the captured data (Section 3.2), these data can be processed, along with other contextual
data, to deliver actionable information (see Section 4).

For example, many location-aware games distinguish between collected data from different users,
play sessions and, even applications, in case various (game) applications coexist at the same time.
In the proposed metrics model, the meaning of user, session, and application is intentionally left to
the application designer, who is in charge of defining how these bits of contextual data are best used to
meet his/her needs. For example, a session can be defined as each time a player opens the application
(e.g., for sports monitoring applications) or when a user performs a new search (e.g., in location-based
recommender systems). Sessions can also be applied to groups of users, for example, when various
users accomplish a certain goal (e.g., when a complete coverage is reached in participatory sensing
applications). In this case, all users share the same session. Therefore, these contextual views can be
adjusted in a way to favour data access, aggregation, partitioning, and retrieval at metrics computation
time, thus being a determinant mechanism for selecting, contextualising or filtering potentially large
volumes of input data.

Equally important are the spatio-temporal features of context. Ensuring temporal order of
collected data is vital for phenomena related to mobility, for example. Monitoring the movement of
users in location-aware applications to determine travelled distance or trajectory implies necessarily
capturing contextual data in the form of spatio-temporal features of movement [48]. As distance can
be distorted in case collected points are temporally shuffled, spatio-temporal features are key for input
data consistency and ensuring reliable computations of spatial-aware metrics. Next, we describe how
to specific data models to capture contextual data.

3.1.2. Variables and Dimensions

Each phenomenon can be explored or studied from distinct viewpoints, depending on what a user
wants to monitor. In location-aware applications, one of the monitored phenomena is typically human
location and movement, and the outputs of the desirable metrics must be comparable over space and
time for being able to process and discover mobility patterns [48]. As any real-life phenomenon,
human movement is a complex and multifaceted phenomenon that requires multidimensional
data. Accordingly, the proposed data model is driven by variables and dimensions. A variable
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indicates the phenomenon of interest (e.g., movement), while a dimension defines the required data
model to capture an aspect of that variable. For example, each dimension (orientation, temporal,
location, steps) of the variable movement, as represented in Figure 2, refers to complementary
aspects of the phenomenon of movement. Therefore, the proposed data model is composed of
multidimensional variables.

While variables refer to high-level views of the phenomenon to be monitored, dimensions define
the data structure of a variable. Dimensions can be classified into default and custom (Figure 2).
Default dimensions are data structures already provided by the analytics platform and ready to
be used in the definition of variables. Their intent is to handle contextual data, as for example
spatio-temporal features, partition and/or filtering of collected data. Examples are the temporal,
orientation and location dimensions to capture spatio-temporal features, and the application, session,
and user dimensions (grouped under application in Figure 2), to enable data selection, filtering
and contextualisation (see below). One key advantage of default dimensions is that their data
is automatically collected by the analytics platform.

Figure 2. Representation of the relationship between the variable Movement and default
and custom dimensions.

While default dimensions in terms of data structures are given as such and always included
in new variables, custom dimensions are up to developers to define. Therefore, developers also
need to specify (and implement) how to collect data for custom dimensions, because the platform
cannot do so automatically. Nevertheless, it provides convenient methods to help developers collect
and manage data according to the custom dimension’s data structure. Custom dimensions can be
based on any combination of predefined data types (e.g., string, number, etc.), allowing more complex
data structures such as nested or hierarchical data structures. Implementation details about dimension
definition and data collection methods, and the supporting metrics SDK, are described in Section 4.2.

Default dimensions related to data selection and contextualisation (e.g., user, session, application)
allow to efficiently filter out and select collected data during the analysis and processing phase. That
is why we state that a dimension guides the definition of analytic functions, and not the other way
around. The definition of dimensions (data model) for structuring collected data comes first, and this
determines the type of analytic functions needed. This aspect is extremely important in stream
processing because input streams are dynamic, while functions remain static, i.e., a continuous
flow of input data is processed over and over by the same function [30]. As we explain next,
a default dimension has associated default/predefined functions that are well suited to operate
over its own dimension’s data model, providing handy methods and utilities for developers to
handle, manage and process collected data. The following rules summarise the semantics of variables
and dimensions, and set the relationships to the other two elements of the metrics model:
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• A valid metrics model must contain at least one variable.
• A variable is composed of one or more dimensions.
• A dimension’s data model defines the data types and data structure of input (collected) and output

(processed) data.
• A dimension’s data model is queryable.
• A dimension’s data model is customisable and extensible to allow characterisation of any

phenomena of interest.
• A dimension can have associated default (or built-in) functions that operate over the dimension’s

data model.

3.2. Analytics Functions

An analytics function takes captured data as input, structured according to the dimension’s data
model, and computes output data, which are also structured according to the metrics’ output data model.
Similar to default dimensions, default analytics functions help developers to handle dimensions’ data
structure. Default dimensions come with default functions that remain at the developer’s disposal for
creating custom functions. For example, default functions pertinent to the default dimensions application,
session, and user are tasked with querying or filtering out input data. Other default functions are optimised
to handle dimension’s data models, such as built-in functions related to the temporal dimension for filtering
and aggregating temporal data (data between dates range, time intervals, etc.), and for spatial data filtering
and aggregation as well as for computing topological operations (e.g,. data within an area, buffering, union,
intersect), associated to the location dimension.

Returning to the example of human movement as the monitored phenomenon, the variable
movement aggregates default dimensions (location, orientation, temporal, application, session,
and user) and other custom dimensions to capture specific aspects of movement (e.g., number of
steps) and/or application context (e.g., player progress in the game). While a dimension’s data model
is queryable (i.e., filtering or selecting data subsets), functions are composable, meaning that custom
functions can aggregate default functions to define more sophisticated computations, as the black
arrows illustrate in Figure 3. For example, to compute the travelled distance based on the number of
steps, the custom function will call existing spatial and temporal functions (from the respective location
and temporal default dimensions) to calculate linear distance over a sequence of temporally ordered
spatial points (steps). Thus, the metrics model represents an elegant but extremely powerful approach
to reuse dimensions and associated analytics functions to characterise spatio-temporal phenomena
without introducing new conceptual constructs or computational artefacts. In summary, when creating
a custom analytics function, developers have at their disposal functionality available for:

• accessing and navigating through the data fields and nested structures of the dimensions’ data
models, making input data of each declared variable accessible from the execution environment
of an analytics function. This requires data access methods in place to get to both input data
and output data, being the latter especially useful to get access to the history of metrics outputs,
for example, to calculate statistics over historical data or compare current results to past results;

• contextualising input data through the application, session and user default dimensions;
Slightly different combinations of operators from these default dimensions permit to conveniently
select, query, and filter data relevant to the current execution context and needs of an analytics
function (see Section 4.4);

• operating and filtering over temporal data through the temporal default dimension.
Temporal filtering can be contextualised, for example, to retrieve “data belonging to variable
movement for the current user and current session of the application over the last five minutes”.
This functionality is cross-cutting to any declared variable as the proposed metrics model always
includes the temporal dimension and associate functions;

• operating and filtering over spatial data through the location default dimension.
This is important for enabling geospatially related functionality in the analytics platform. Built-in
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spatial functions are based on spatial algorithms and methods from external libraries (e.g., Turf.js
as we will see in Section 4) to, for instance, calculate measurements (area, distance, centroid, etc.)
and transformations (convex hull, simplification, etc.). Spatio-temporal operations for trajectory
analysis are also included to compute average/max/min speed, travelled distance, number of
points within a trajectory, spent time to travel it, among others;

• performing descriptive statistics measures of tendency that are traversal to any metrics definition
such as average, maximum, minimum, as so on. These functions are not tied to any dimension
but taken for granted as built-in operations embedded in the analytics platform; and

• composing and reusing existing analytics functions in the definition of new analytics functions.

Figure 3. Representation of the relationships between dimensions, analytics functions, and actions.
Black arrows denote that custom functions may combine (compose) default methods. Actions are only
connected to results of custom analytics functions.

Built on top of the variable and dimensions rules (Section 3.1), the following statements summarise
the semantics of analytics functions in the context of the metrics model:

• An analytics function’s return type must conform to the data model representing output data.
• An analytics function is reusable and composable.
• An analytics function is customisable and extensible to allow computation of any

phenomena of interest.

3.3. Actions

An action defines what to do with the result of the execution of an analytics function. An action’s
input is the return value of an analytics function An explicit definition of a custom action is optional
in the metrics model, but a default action is always data persistence, since the analytics platform
always stores the results of the analytics function for future use.

Notification is another type of supported action. Using simple reactive rules (if-then rules),
users can specify when an action is triggered [32]. For example, a user gets notified only if the output
is greater than a given threshold. Notification actions are especially interesting because they allow
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the platform to be in continuous interaction with users, the physical environment and other systems
that interact with it. Notification actions are also customisable, i.e., a developer can choose the delivery
method (e.g., push, post), the target audience (i.e., the current user, current session or the entire
application, i.e., broadcast notifications), and the content or payload to be sent out (e.g., containing
the result of the calculation or informational messages).

As in the previous two elements of the metrics model, we add a new rule to complete the set of
statements that characterise the proposed metrics model:

• A metrics model is the sum of variables-dimensions, analytics functions, and actions.

4. Workflow and Implementation of the Analytics Platform for Computing Spatio-Temporal Metrics

Building upon the metrics model at conceptual level, this section describes how to put it into
practice. It explains the implementation details of the analytics platform, bringing a set of components,
services, tools, and underlying big data processing and analytic systems (e.g., Spark, Kafka) together
to realise an analytic platform for integrating and computing spatio-temporal metrics. The rest of
the section deepens relevant features of the platform that are especially significant for developing
large-scale, context-aware applications and architectures. Subsequent subsections expands specific
parts of the conceptual architecture (Figure 1) initially described in Section 2. Section 4.1 refers to
the definition of a metric according to the metrics model. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 describe how the first
element (data model) of the metrics model is being used for data collection and data ingestion into
the analytics platform respectively. In Section 4.4 we describe the metrics computation phase which
uses the three elements of the metrics model. Lastly, in Section 4.5, we highlight a supporting tool to
retrieve and visualise the input and output data of metrics.

4.1. Metric Definition Specification

To facilitate the sharing, validation, reuse, and reproducibility of user-defined metrics by both
client applications (e.g., data collectors, game clients, wearable-based apps) and the analytics platform,
a way to specify the metrics model into a declarative format is needed. We have defined a JSON
schema to specify the required multidimensionality of the metrics model, namely variables-dimensions,
analytics functions and actions. For helping with the metrics specification, we have created the metrics
definition tool for editing and producing metric definition files that comply with the specification
schema of the metrics model.

The metrics definition tool is part of a web-based application that plays a dual role. On one
hand it is a one-stop catalogue to access all metrics definitions. This function is reflected in steps
1–2 in Figure 4. In step 1, a user sets up a few application-level, general configuration parameters.
The client tool interacts with a set of RESTful web services for application management (step 2),
which in turn store incoming data into a back-end MongoDB database (step 5). These convenient
RESTful services are explained later in Section 4.2). On the other hand, the web-based application
also allows users to define a new instance of the metrics model using the metrics definition tool,
which is the focus of this section. This second functionality is reflected through steps 3–5 in Figure 4.
In step 3, a user specifies the main elements of the metrics model. The metrics definition tool (Figure 5)
helps users in this task. A resulting metrics definition file is then forwarded to public RESTful services
for metrics management (step 4) and subsequent persistence into the back-end MongoDB database
(step 5). As we described above, the metrics definition file and collected/processed data are stored
separately. While metrics definition files (and other application-related configuration data) are stored
in a MongoDB database, flows of input data and processed data (metrics results) are persisted into
a Cassandra distributed database. The choice for each is motivated by different set of requirements.
MongoDB presents high flexibility with respect to the model stored (in contrast to traditional relational
databases, which pose a more rigid schema), which is what we pursue to store and access a variety of
application-level data. On the other hand, Cassandra supports high throughput to handle and store
streams of incoming data, which is the goal of the data ingestion phase (see Section 4.3). The difference
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in objectives of both databases are clearly identified in the experimental configuration, where we run
a single instance of the MongoDB database, but three instances of the Cassandra database in order to
cope with rapidly and massively incoming data.

Figure 4. Elements in blue are involved in the definition, set-up and storage of an instance of the metrics
model using the metrics definition (front-end) tool available at https://gganalytics.geotecuji.org.

The metrics definition tool’s options faithfully reflect the intention and structure of the metrics
model (Section 3). It consists of a Variables tab for defining variables and dimensions; the Metrics
tab for specifying the code of the custom analytics function; and the Action tab to specify the code
corresponding to actions based on results of the analytical function—see Figure 5. Beside the three
main elements of the model, additional functions are available to select and filter collected data for
easing metrics computation. This is the case for the Scope tab, which permits users to pre-define queries
over collected input data to generate subsets of data to be easily fed into the metrics computation
process. Scopes are intended to define more sophisticated queries than the filtering methods accessible
through userSession, session, and application as seen in Section 3.2.

The resulting JSON document completely specify and document metrics, and can be seen
as a novel way to share and reuse metrics, as the contained dimensions (data models), analytics
functions and actions are openly available so that these metrics definitions may be re-purposed,
reproduced, or replicated in other applications and scenarios. This is not a minor contribution,
but a fundamental one towards the establishment of comparable metrics for human mobility,
for example, confirming recent open calls: “[there is a need for] measurable metrics for making
comparisons over place and time.” ([49], p. 452).

4.2. Data Collection through Metrics SDK

A fundamental role of a client application is to gather (contextual) data, validate it,
package it according to the data structure of the metrics model, and transfer it to the server-side
analytics platform. Figure 6 summarises the elements of the platform directly involved in the data
collection task. Only steps 1–4 are concerned with data collection; steps 5 and 6 are involved in the
data ingestion phase explained in Section 4.3.

https://gganalytics.geotecuji.org.
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Figure 5. Screenshot of the metrics definition tool (https://gganalytics.geotecuji.org) to specify
variables and dimensions.

Two main functional blocks for data collection are illustrated in Figure 6. The first one takes
place in the client application and is represented by steps 1–3. Here, the Metrics SDK is central,
which is a convenient API library to help developers integrate data collection functionality into
their client applications. It provides methods to collect and validate data against the metrics
model (step 1, Figure 6), and provides supporting methods to package and encode captured data
into a JSON-formatted metrics messages according to the metrics schema (step 2), and transfer
it to the server-side platform (step 3) by enabling client applications seamlessly interact with data
ingestion RESTful services (step 4). In the concrete case of Android (At the time of writing, the Metric
SDK only supports the Android platform, but as it encapsulates and abstracts the interaction with
the supporting implementation language through RESTful services, it can be easily expanded to other
platforms (e.g., iOS) and implementation languages), the Metrics SDK also takes care of persistence
and re-trial of data collection requests in case of failure. All these tasks only require the first element
of the metrics model (variables and dimensions) and the initial configuration setup of the client
application (i.e. a valid specification of user, session and application as seen in Section 3.1). It is worth
recalling here the distinction between default and custom dimensions (Section 3.1). In contrast to
default dimensions, whose data structures are automatically filled by the Metrics SDK (e.g., GPS-based
positioning, or other mobile phone sensor data), the data model of a custom dimension necessarily
has to be populated by the developer (using custom code). For example, in the case of the movement
variable, which contains the custom dimension steps, its value must be provided by the developer,
for example, by implementing interaction with a step counter sensor [50]. These data collection
and validation tasks should be viewed as initial steps of the flow to transform raw data into actionable
information derived from metrics execution.

https://gganalytics.geotecuji.org
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Figure 6. Metrics SDK embedded in client applications is used for data collection and transferring to
the server-side platform. Coloured in blue the elements involved in the data collection phase.

The second functional block refers to the REST API boxes illustrated in Figure 6. Client
applications operate and interact with the analytics platform through a set of RESTful web
services (Available at https://metrics-api.geotecuji.org/docs). These services are grouped into
functional categories as follows. App(lications) management services and Metrics management services
are used for managerial tasks, either for initial set-up or for managing new or existing metrics definition
specifications respectively, as seen in Section 4.1. Metrics execution services give users full control
to schedule metrics execution on demand (Section 4.4), since event-based scheduling can only be
configured through the scheduler actor (Section 4.4), whereas Data retrieval services are public end points
to allow third-party tools to download and/or access input and processed data for visualisation
and reporting purposes (Section 4.5). Data ingestion services (step 4, Figure 6) are of interest for
data collection. Technically, these services encapsulate the uploaded data into a payload message
and forward it to the microservice for data ingestion (step 5), as explained next.

4.3. (Fast) Data Ingestion

Steps 4–6 in Figure 6 cover the data ingestion phase to ensure streams of collected data reach and
are properly stored in the back-end clustered database. In this section, we look into the data ingestion
microservice (step 5, Figure 6) to examine the pair of contained components as depicted in the central
part of Figure 7.

Figure 7. Data flow, implemented tools and involved micro-services in the Data ingestion phase.

The first component is the (Kafka) messaging system, which ensures reliable handling (receive, buffer,
route) of the incoming flow of data. The message system emits and exchanges messages, which contain
the metrics data load, through a Kafka topic to which connector applications can subscribe in order

https://metrics-api.geotecuji.org/docs
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to handle/process the data stream. One such connector application is the self-developed persistence
component, which connects to the (Kafka) messaging system and persist the messages in the (Cassandra)
database. It is implemented as an Akka actor-based application [51] and internally contains two main
elements. The first element is an (Akka) Streams Kafka Consumer (https://doc.akka.io/docs/akka-stream-
kafka/current/home.html (accessed on 9 January 2019)) that subscribes to the (Kafka) messaging system,
and forwards messages (i.e., metrics data) to the second element, an (Akka) actor called WriterActor for
performing data persistence into the back-end Cassandra database. This latter actor is aware of the database
structure, and selects the appropriate table(s) for persistent storage. The first time this actor inserts data
originating from an application, it retrieves the metrics definition specification with the application’s
variable schema, and convert it to the appropriate Cassandra statements that permit the insertion of
(JSON-encoded) data messages.

The aforementioned connector application furthermore doubles for other purposes besides data
persistence, it also has the responsibility of notifying changes in the data belonging to different variables.
For example, when data of a variable changes, the connector application emits notifications with messages
(in a “data-changed” Kafka topic), which include the coordinates of the data changed (i.e., variable name,
application, session and user). This allows (additional) data consumers, for example, for example to
account for the data entering to the system or for overall system monitoring purposes.

The back-end database (step 6, Figure 7) stores both (collected) input data and output data
(i.e., results of the analytical function). It consists of a Cassandra database configured as a cluster of
(experimentally) 3 nodes (for replication), where each node holds both data related to variables and
output data. The data is kept in separate tables for the different variables and analytics functions, and
named in a way that avoids clashing between applications. Hereby, it allows to seamlessly scale up,
adding additional nodes, as the stress on the data persistence increases with increasing amount of
supported client applications, the number of variables, and/or the number of end users. Cassandra [52]
is the distributed database management system of choice for fast data ingestion because of its high
availability, reliability and performance traits for storing high volumes of data. Besides it also offers
a good integration with big data processing frameworks like Apache Spark, as we discuss next.

4.4. Metrics Computation

The metrics computation phase comprises a set microservices that work collaboratively. Figure 8
highlights the main microservices involved in this phase, for comparison with previous figures;
Figure 9 shows the configuration of the metrics computation phase in more detail, whereby numbered
elements correspond in both figures.

The scheduler is responsible for triggering metrics executions. It can be set programmatically
through the Metrics execution services (step 2, Figure 9), or can also be called from the one-stop front
end management application. The scheduler supports event-based and on demand scheduling.
Event-based scheduling triggers metrics execution based on the occurrence of an event, e.g., arrival of
(new) data in the database. In practical terms, a metrics execution is not performed every time an event
occurs, but a minimum (configurable) time is set between executions to avoid degraded execution
performance as a result of a sudden peak of events occurring simultaneously. On-demand scheduling
allows to immediately execute a metrics based on a manual request. This way, client applications can
force a metrics calculation, independent of event-based scheduling.

The dispatcher is a router aimed to send metrics execution tasks, as scheduled by the scheduler,
to (a set of) evaluator(s). The dispatcher performs message buffering and load balancing tasks,
selecting and‘dispatching evaluators to perform evaluation tasks based on the current load
and statistical (historical) performance information.

https://doc.akka.io/docs/akka-stream-kafka/current/home.html
https://doc.akka.io/docs/akka-stream-kafka/current/home.html
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Figure 8. Coloured in blue microservices involved in the metric computation phase.

Figure 9. Data flow and involved micro-services in the Metrics computation phase

The evaluator(s), the central element of the metrics computation box in Figure 9, is determinant
to coordinate and carry out the execution of metrics according to the metrics model introduced
in Section 3. It is implemented as a set of components (actors), which work together and are
duplicable to allow distributed execution. The evaluator handles incoming metrics execution
requests from the dispatcher. First, Metrics Conversion takes place: the relevant metrics definition
specification are retrieved from persistent storage (or from cache, for efficiency), reflected in the
step 4 in Figure 9, and the declarative metrics specifications are converted in executable (JavaScript)
code. This is a partial conversion, because the metrics descriptions already contain executable code
representing the analytics function and/or action function. Next, the Dependency Analyser takes
the JavaScript code and analyses dependencies to generate a directed dependency graph, in which
functions and datasets are nodes, and an edge represents a dependency between a function node and
dataset node or between two function nodes (e.g., when a custom function composes or calls another
custom function). This dependency information is useful, for example, in case of a variable-driven
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execution (e.g., executing all the functions depending on the variable movement). Prior to the metrics
execution, the execution planner transforms the dependency graph into an execution plan, and runs it
(using EclairJs (https://github.com/EclairJS/eclairjs) on the Spark platform).

Finally, once the results of metrics execution (more accurately: execution of analytics functions)
are in place, two actions are carried out with the results. First, results are persisted by the data persistence
(step 5, Figure 9): the result handler is devoted to insert data into or retrieve data from the corresponding
back-end database. This handler abstracts from the concrete database implementation to prepare data
manipulation statements (e.g., inserts, etc.), which are executed by specialised components (actors),
allowing abstraction of a specific database parlance and distributed/redundant persistence.

Second, results are also passed to the rules engine execution component to check whether an action
needs to be executed. Actions are specified as if-then rules (in the metrics definition specifications),
based on the results of analytics functions execution. In case one or more rules trigger, the associated
action(s) is executed by the Action Handler, and the notification handler is notified to carry out notification
task(s) (step 6, Figure 9) based on the chosen notification configuration (see Section 3.3).

All aforementioned components are actor-based model microservices, implemented as Akka
actors, and built upon Apache Spark to exploit its Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD) model
and inherent processing capabilities [53].

4.5. Metrics Output Visualisation

Visual analytics tools are key to support decision making processes [54]. The same is true for
metrics evaluation. In the conceptual architecture of the analytics platform (Figure 1, data visualisation
and reporting tools are situated in the end of the analytical pipeline, taking metrics outputs as input
to potentially carry out in-depth analysis. These visualisation tools gain access to metrics outputs
through the data retrieval services briefly introduced in Section 4.2. In this case, these RESTful services
access the clustered database, which implies that both input and output data are available to this type
of client applications.

Rather than building sophisticated visual analytical tools, the focus has been in putting data
accessible and easily reachable through public end points, so developers can download data and create
custom visualisation with their preferred environments and tools. Notwithstanding, we still developed
a default, generic visualisation tool. The tool supports both map-based (Figure 10) and tabular-based
visualisations (Figure 11) of collected data and metrics outputs, permitting the download of data
in various open formats (CSV, JSON, GeoJSON).

Figure 10. Map-based visualisation of collected trajectory data stored in the analytics platform.

https://github.com/EclairJS/eclairjs
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Figure 11. Tabular-based visualisation of the data in Figure 10.

5. Applications and Discussion

5.1. Situating the Analytics Platform in Literature

In this section, we compare the innovative aspects of the proposed metrics model and the analytics
platform with related literature. Indeed, context modelling and representation have been an extensively
researched topic. For example, Kaenampornpan et al. [55] established conceptual key elements that have an
influence on a user’s activities in a ubiquitous computing world. The focus is on modelling user’s activity
into the context. This is also a defining characteristic of the proposed model, as the model is particularly
designed to capture spatio-temporal features of contextual data, which are relevant in location-aware
applications, activity theories and ubiquitous computing. Bolchini et al. [56] analysed 16 context models
in relation to supported characteristics for context representation and formalisation. The focus of this
review of approaches for context modelling and representation is indeed heavily biased towards semantic
formalism and schema, much in line with the active research lines at that moment.

A more recent survey is the work of Alegre et al. [33], who extensively reviewed methodologies
and techniques for developing context-aware systems. The authors proposed a two-axis
classification based on the modalities of interaction with context-aware systems: active/passive
vs. execution/configuration. Next, we take the active/passive configuration axis for delimiting
the scope of the proposed conceptual model, while below we situate the analytical platform regarding
to the active/passive execution axis. In an active configuration interaction, a system “is able to learn
from the user preferences in order to autonomously evolve his rules for future behavior” ([33], p. 58).
In the passive configuration, a user “is involved in the manual personalization of his/her preferences,
likes, and expectations of the system” ([33], p. 58). The proposed model falls into the passive
configuration type, which allows developers to interact with the context-aware system (see for example
Section 4.1) to manually set up any aspect of the model, from the variables and dimensions to custom
analytical functions and actions. Obviously, the configuration effort required is drastically reduced
since a developer can reuse a wide range of default dimensions, analytical functions and actions
already implemented and integrated in the analytics platform. Rather than being a pure passive
configuration, the proposed conceptual model indeed defines a guided passive configuration interaction
with the system, as the developer is supported in the configuration process by the platform’s built-in
functionality (e.g., use of default dimensions, see Section 3.1).

According to the active/passive execution axis, active execution means that “the system
acts autonomously depending on the context”, while in passive execution users “specify how
the application should change in a specific situation” ([33], p. 58). The analytics platform belongs
to the passive execution type, since developers (users) specify the analytics functions and actions
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that best fit the aspect that is being monitored and, therefore, the platform will take the actions that
the developer want. As said above, between the two edges—active and passive—there is a wide
range of possibilities. The proposed analytics platform tends to be a passive execution in terms of
interactive levels but incorporates many active elements such as methods for automated data collection
pertinent to default dimensions, see Section 4.2. In this way, no special developer knowledge is
needed to manage and collect data associated with the defaults dimensions, as the analytics platform
smoothly manage them. On the other hand, the passive nature of the platform provides other benefits,
since developers understand better how the platform works, as they specify their own analytical
functions, and, therefore, the confidence towards the platform also increases.

5.2. Cross-Domain Applications and Experimental Use Cases

The analytics platform is useful in application domains that exhibit some type of (real-time)
context-aware behaviour. Although we focused in this article mainly on the implementation of
the spatio-temporal features of the platform, it can be used for non-contextual features (i.e., tracking
and acting upon repeated user actions or internal state changes) as well as contextual features
(e.g., contextualizing a user in relation to other users; location-based features and interactions; user-related
features such as heart rate, blood pressure; environment-related features, e.g., based on interaction with
smart environment-embedded devices, etc.). In all these cases, the application developer only needs to set
up the metrics by specifying the different components of the metrics model (Section 3): the data model
composed of variables and dimensions, the analytics function(s), and action(s). Once set up, the data
associated with the default dimensions of variables are automatically captured. For custom dimensions,
the developers need to codify the required real-time captured data in order to be seamlessly integrated
into the analytics platform and benefit from the built-in functionality of the platform, such as metrics
computation, notifications, and data visualisation.

We currently have two running use cases: one in the area of location-aware games, and one
in the area of psychological health (which is currently being deployed). The former is aimed
at improving physical activity, and is context-aware in the sense that it tracks and uses the user’s
location in combination with a city’s built environment (e.g, greenery, buildings, roads, etc.),
to suggest the best places to work out. In this case, the role of the metrics model and the analytical
platform is to track the user’s location and provide notifications upon entering what we consider
beneficial environments (e.g., parks, open spaces, sports facilities) for exercises (details can be found
in Miralles et al. [57]). Furthermore, custom metrics are defined to capture activity performance
(e.g., using the phone’s accelerometer to measure speed of running).

The second use case, developed in cooperation with psychologists, consists of a Web and mobile
application to improve therapy of patients suffering from agoraphobia. The experiment included
tracking the patient’s movements in order to extract relevant data regarding his behavior in a period of
10 days. For this, a mobile application continuously track the patient’s position, sending data about its
location in configurable intervals, initially of 5 min. Initially, the therapist configured the application
with the patient’s home location in a map, including a threshold radius used to determine when
the patient is at home. Subsequently, the patient was asked to indicate in the mobile application when
he was at home, at which moment a set of reference WIFI fingerprints were collected (i.e., measures
of the “visible” WIFI endpoints and their signal strength). During the tracking process, the data
collected thus included the GPS coordinates, the experiment identifier, and a value called “coincidence”
containing the result of evaluating a distance function that defined the level of similarity between the
WIFI fingerprint gathered in real time and the reference WIFI fingerprints. We use this coincidence
value for hinting the metrics function when the patient is at home or outside.

The metrics function evaluated the locations over a period of 10 days to determine valuable
information about the patient’s behavior for the therapists. The therapists were interested
in the patients’ behaviour at three different time frames, from 00:00 to 8:00, from 8:00 to 14:00 and from
14:00 to 00:00. Using these time frames, the data of interest included: number of times entering
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and leaving home, the time spent both inside and outside home, the maximum consecutive time
spent by the patient both inside and outside its home, and the total distance walked by the patient
while outside. In order to calculate the required values, two variables were defined: userConfig,
containing the initial user and experiment configuration and userLocation, containing the location
default dimension and the coincidence. The custom analytic function that calculates the required
output values can be summarized, in natural language, in the following steps:

1. Dividing the collected data in the specified time frames (e.g., from 8:00 to 14:00, etc.).
2. For each time frame, process the sequence of patient’s locations to determine:

2.1. Whether the patient was inside or outside its home.
2.2. The output values, i.e., the information of interest for therapists (time inside/outside,

distance walked, etc.). The number of times the patient enters and leave home is determined
by counting the patient’s location changes from “outside” to “inside” and vice versa.

5.3. Current Issues, Weaknesses and Limitations

Next, we briefly overview current issues, weaknesses and limitations of the current implementation.

• Technology integration problems. The open source big data architecture technologies we used to
implement the analytics platform (i.e., Akka, Kafka, Spark, Cassandra, Docker) are at the forefront
of technological developments in the field and, therefore, constantly evolve, which imposes many
integration challenges. Most of the problems are related to stability issues with publicly available
Kafka images in our environment. Issues found in retrieving data as JSON in Cassandra due to
an old JSON handling library (a fix was provided by the Cassandra maintainers, and we needed
to update the libraries in our docker images). Besides, several compatibility issues arose during
the implementation, as shared libraries between the different technologies (i.e., Spark client library
and EclairJS library were not in the same version).

• Spark execution in local versus cluster mode. The analytical platform was developed with Spark
deployed and running in local mode. Indeed, the Spark local mode is intended for testing
and demonstration purposes, and its programming model admits that programs executed in local
mode are able to seamlessly run in a cluster environment. However, given the complex technology
stack we used, the configuration and setting up of the cluster mode was tedious, and we did
experience difficulties switching from local to cluster mode. We are currently experimenting with
and optimizing our cluster-based deployment.

• Data specification (schema) evolution. At this point we are not providing support for schema
evolution. This means that once the variables with its dimensions are set and the supporting
structures in the database are created, introducing modifications in such structure is currently
not possible. Schema evolution is a complex matter by its own right; and having several running
instances of metrics models depending on dynamic variations of variables and dimension further
complicates things.

• Debugging. The execution of metrics is yet hard to debug. On one hand, the only support for
debugging are the centralized logs of the platform, which can be accessed through the web-based
visualisation tool (Section 4.5) during metrics trials. Therefore, developers can run on-demand,
user defined metrics to test their functionality and check logs in case of failure. On the other hand,
the development process of the platform’s code has been thoroughly debugged using a collection
of test suits, which are not accessible for developers.

• Data-driven metrics execution. As mentioned in Section 4.4, the execution of analytical functions
can be driven by data changes, in which case evaluators only need to execute such funCtions
depending on (one or more) changes in data. This feature is foreseen in the implementation,
but yet under development.

• Further code optimization. Although we are currently measuring performance of the different
phases of the execution (data specification interpretation, metrics execution and actions execution),
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we are currently not storing data related to these measurements, which prevents us from
pinpointing bottlenecks and further code optimisation. An implementation for persisting
performance data in the analytical platform, and make them available to users through conveneite
RESTful services is also in our plans.

6. Conclusions and Future Directions

In this article we presented an analytics platform that supports application developers to define
data requirements, collect the required (client-generated) data, and define and execute metrics that
capture relevant non-spatial, spatial and temporal aspects of the monitored phenomenon. The main
features of the platform are the fact that it is not application domain specific, it is capable of
handling spatial and non-spatial data, its cloud-based, distributed architecture specifically designed
to handle large amounts of (streaming) data, perform analysis over the collected data, and realise
real-time actions and notifications, and its use of open metrics specifications, which allow re-use and
replication. In addition, we also discussed the platform’s usefulness—due to its genericity—across
application domains, and shortly detailed two use cases we have developed on top of the platform,
namely in location-based gaming for incentivising physical activity and psychological health.

The main takeaways of the analytics platform for computing spatio-temporal metrics are
summarised as follows:

• The platform handles an extended metrics model for defining and computing spatio-temporal
data, analytics functions and actions.

• The platform aims at supporting data intensive applications that require computations
of spatio-temporal metrics by offering data handling, storage, analysis, interpretation
and notification, as a service.

• The platform addresses the challenge of tapping into the growing amounts of contextual
information streams, to provide meaningful contextual information at application level.

• The platform applies a big data oriented architecture, uses recommended programming styles
(e.g., actor-based programming, publish/subscribe and reactive programming) and extensively
uses big data technologies (Kafka, Akka, Spark, Cassandra).

While several smaller, technological improvements to the platform are foreseen (see Section 5),
we foresee to continue the development of the analytics platform in two main lines. One is to truly
support stream processing [58]. While data streams are partially covered during the data ingestion
process, stream processing is a current limitation of the proposed analytics platform during the metrics
computation phase. The other line is related to performance analytics tools. As mentioned in Section 5,
data regarding the platform’s performance should be more rigorously collected. Performance data
can be shown in visual real-time dashboards to give an overview of the system resource usage such
as per-application usage and per-user usage, so that administrators can detect critical performance
bottlenecks and possibly update the platform’s configuration to mitigate them such as adding nodes
to the cluster.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

API Application Programming Interface
CSV Comma separated value
GeoJSON Geo related schema and types for using in JSON
GPS Global Positioning System
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol
JSON JavaScript Object Notation
POST Request method belonging to HTTP protocol
NoSQL Non relational data bases
RDD Resilient Distributed Dataset
REST Representational State Transfer
SDK Software Development Kit
WIFI A trademarked term meaning IEEE 802.11x.
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